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Abstract
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Convolutional neural networks typically encode an input
image into a series of intermediate features with decreasing
resolutions. While this structure is suited to classification
tasks, it does not perform well for tasks requiring simultaneous recognition and localization (e.g., object detection).
The encoder-decoder architectures are proposed to resolve
this by applying a decoder network onto a backbone model
designed for classification tasks. In this paper, we argue
encoder-decoder architecture is ineffective in generating
strong multi-scale features because of the scale-decreased
backbone. We propose SpineNet, a backbone with scalepermuted intermediate features and cross-scale connections
that is learned on an object detection task by Neural Architecture Search. Using similar building blocks, SpineNet
models outperform ResNet-FPN models by 3%+ AP at various scales while using 10-20% fewer FLOPs. In particular, SpineNet-190 achieves 52.1% AP on COCO, attaining
the new state-of-the-art performance for single model object detection without test-time augmentation. SpineNet can
transfer to classification tasks, achieving 5% top-1 accuracy improvement on a challenging iNaturalist fine-grained
dataset. Code is at: https://github.com/tensorflow/tpu/
tree/master/models/official/detection.
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1. Introduction
In the past a few years, we have witnessed a remarkable
progress in deep convolutional neural network design. Despite networks getting more powerful by increasing depth
and width [10, 42], the meta-architecture design has not
been changed since the invention of convolutional neural
networks. Most networks follow the design that encodes input image into intermediate features with monotonically decreased resolutions. Most improvements of network architecture design are in adding network depth and connections
within feature resolution groups [19, 10, 14, 44]. LeCun et
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Figure 1: Built with ResNet blocks, SpineNet outperforms
ResNet-FPN [22] and NAS-FPN [6] by large margins and achieves
state-of-the-art performance for single model object detection. Details are in Section 5 and Table 2.

al. [19] explains the motivation behind this scale-decreased
architecture design: “High resolution may be needed to detect the presence of a feature, while its exact position need
not to be determined with equally high precision.”
The scale-decreased model, however, may not be able
to deliver strong features for multi-scale visual recognition
tasks where recognition and localization are both important
(e.g., object detection and segmentation). Lin et al. [21]
shows directly using the top-level features from a scaledecreased model does not perform well on detecting small
objects due to the low feature resolution. Several work including [21, 1] proposes multi-scale encoder-decoder architectures to address this issue. A scale-decreased network
is taken as the encoder, which is commonly referred to a
backbone model. Then a decoder network is applied to the
backbone to recover the feature resolutions. The design
of decoder network is drastically different from backbone
model. A typical decoder network consists of a series of
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cross-scales connections that combine low-level and highlevel features from a backbone to generate strong multiscale feature maps. Typically, a backbone model has more
parameters and computation (e.g., ResNets [10]) than a decoder model (e.g., feature pyramid networks [21]). Increasing the size of backbone model while keeping the decoder
the same is a common strategy to obtain stronger encoderdecoder model.
In this paper, we aim to answer the question: Is the scaledecreased model a good backbone architecture design for
simultaneous recognition and localization? Intuitively, a
scale-decreased backbone throws away the spatial information by down-sampling, making it challenging to recover
by a decoder network. In light of this, we propose a metaarchitecture, called scale-permuted model, with two major
improvements on backbone architecture design. First, the
scales of intermediate feature maps should be able to increase or decrease anytime so that the model can retain spatial information as it grows deeper. Second, the connections between feature maps should be able to go across feature scales to facilitate multi-scale feature fusion. Figure 2
demonstrates the differences between scale-decreased and
scale-permuted networks.
Although we have a simple meta-architecture design in
mind, the possible instantiations grow combinatorially with
the model depth. To avoid manually sifting through the
tremendous amounts of design choices, we leverage Neural Architecture Search (NAS) [43] to learn the architecture.
The backbone model is learned on the object detection task
in COCO dataset [23], which requires simultaneous recognition and localization. Inspired by the recent success of
NAS-FPN [6], we use the simple one-stage RetinaNet detector [22] in our experiments. In contrast to learning feature pyramid networks in NAS-FPN, we learn the backbone
model architecture and directly connect it to the following
classification and bounding box regression subnets. In other
words, we remove the distinction between backbone and decoder models. The whole backbone model can be viewed
and used as a feature pyramid network.
Taking ResNet-50 [10] backbone as our baseline, we use
the bottleneck blocks in ResNet-50 as the candidate feature
blocks in our search space. We learn (1) the permutations
of feature blocks and (2) the two input connections for each
feature block. All candidate models in the search space
have roughly the same computation as ResNet-50 since we
just permute the ordering of feature blocks to obtain candidate models. The learned scale-permuted model outperforms ResNet-50-FPN by (+2.9% AP) in the object detection task. The efficiency can be further improved (-10%
FLOPs) by adding search options to adjust scale and type
(e.g., residual block or bottleneck block) of each candidate
feature block. We name the learned scale-permuted backbone architecture SpineNet. Extensive experiments demon-

Figure 2: An example of scale-decreased network (left) vs. scalepermuted network (right). The width of block indicates feature
resolution and the height indicates feature dimension. Dotted arrows represent connections from/to blocks not plotted.

strate that scale permutation and cross-scale connections
are critical for building a strong backbone model for object detection. Figure 1 shows comprehensive comparisons
of SpineNet to recent work in object detection.
We further evaluate SpineNet on ImageNet and iNaturalist classification datasets. Even though SpineNet architecture is learned with object detection, it transfers well to classification tasks. Particularly, SpineNet outperforms ResNet
by 5% top-1 accuracy on iNaturalist fine-grained classification dataset, where the classes need to be distinguished with
subtle visual differences and localized features. The ability
of directly applying SpineNet to classification tasks shows
that the scale-permuted backbone is versatile and has the
potential to become a unified model architecture for many
visual recognition tasks.

2. Related Work
2.1. Backbone Model
The progress of developing convolutional neural networks has mainly been demonstrated on ImageNet classification dataset [4]. Researchers have been improving model
by increasing network depth [18], novel network connections [10, 36, 37, 35, 14, 13], enhancing model capacity [42, 17] and efficiency [3, 32, 12, 38]. Several works
have demonstrated that using a model with higher ImageNet
accuracy as the backbone model achieves higher accuracy
in other visual prediction tasks [16, 21, 1].
However, the backbones developed for ImageNet may
not be effective for localization tasks, even combined with
a decoder network such as [21, 1]. DetNet [20] argues
that down-sampling features compromises its localization
capability. HRNet [33] attempts to address the problem
by adding parallel multi-scale inter-connected branches.
Stacked Hourglass [27] and FishNet [34] propose recurrent
down-sample and up-sample architecture with skip connections. Unlike backbones developed for ImageNet, which are
mostly scale-decreased, several works above have considered backbones built with both down-sample and up-sample
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Figure 3: Building scale-permuted network by permuting ResNet. From (a) to (d), the computation gradually shifts from ResNet-FPN
to scale-permuted networks. (a) The R50-FPN model, spending most computation in ResNet-50 followed by a FPN, achieves 37.8% AP;
(b) R23-SP30, investing 7 blocks in a ResNet and 10 blocks in a scale-permuted network, achieves 39.6% AP; (c) R0-SP53, investing all
blocks in a scale-permuted network, achieves 40.7% AP; (d) The SpineNet-49 architecture achieves 40.8% AP with 10% fewer FLOPs
(85.4B vs. 95.2B) by learning additional block adjustments. Rectangle block represent bottleneck block and diamond block represent
residual block. Output blocks are indicated by red border.

operations. In Section 5.5 we compare the scale-permuted
model with Hourglass and Fish shape architectures.

2.2. Neural Architecture Search
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) has shown improvements over handcrafted models on image classification in
the past few years [44, 25, 26, 40, 29, 38]. Unlike handcrafted networks, NAS learns architectures in the given
search space by optimizing the specified rewards. Recent work has applied NAS for vision tasks beyond classification. NAS-FPN [6] and Auto-FPN [41] are pioneering works to apply NAS for object detection and focus on
learning multi-layer feature pyramid networks. DetNAS [2]
learns the backbone model and combines it with standard
FPN [21]. Besides object detection, Auto-DeepLab [24]
learns the backbone model and combines it with decoder
in DeepLabV3 [1] for semantic segmentation. All aforementioned works except Auto-DeepLab learn or use a scaledecreased backbone model for visual recognition.

ated feature level Li . Feature maps in an Li block have a
resolution of 21i of the input resolution. The blocks in the
same level have an identical architecture. Inspired by NASFPN [6], we define 5 output blocks from L3 to L7 and a
1 × 1 convolution attached to each output block to produce
multi-scale features P3 to P7 with the same feature dimension. The rest of the building blocks are used as intermediate blocks before the output blocks. In Neural Architecture
Search, we first search for scale permutations for the intermediate and output blocks then determine cross-scale connections between blocks. We further improve the model by
adding block adjustments in the search space.

3.1. Search Space

3. Method

Scale permutations: The orderings of blocks are important because a block can only connect to its parent blocks
which have lower orderings. We define the search space
of scale permutations by permuting intermediate and output blocks respectively, resulting in a search space size of
(N − 5)!5!. The scale permutations are first determined before searching for the rest of the architecture.

The architecture of the proposed backbone model consists of a fixed stem network followed by a learned scalepermuted network. A stem network is designed with scaledecreased architecture. Blocks in the stem network can be
candidate inputs for the following scale-permuted network.
A scale-permuted network is built with a list of building
blocks {B1 , B2 , · · · , BN }. Each block Bk has an associ-

Cross-scale connections: We define two input connections for each block in the search space. The parent blocks
can be any block with a lower ordering or block from the
stem network. Resampling spatial and feature dimensions
is needed when connecting blocks Q
in different feature levN +m−1 i
els. The search space has a size of i=m
C2 , where m
is the number of candidate blocks in the stem network.
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Figure 4: Resampling operations. Spatial resampling to upsample (top) and to downsample (bottom) input features followed by
resampling in feature dimension before feature fusion.

Block adjustments: We allow block to adjust its scale
level and type. The intermediate blocks can adjust levels
by {−1, 0, 1, 2}, resulting in a search space size of 4N −5 .
All blocks are allowed to select one between the two options {bottleneck block, residual block} described in [10],
resulting in a search space size of 2N .

3.2. Resampling in Cross-scale Connections
One challenge in cross-scale feature fusion is that the
resolution and feature dimension may be different among
parent and target blocks. In such case, we perform spatial
and feature resampling to match the resolution and feature
dimension to the target block, as shown in detail in Figure 4. Here, C is the feature dimension of 3 × 3 convolution
in residual or bottleneck block. We use C in and C out to
indicate the input and output dimension of a block. For bottleneck block, C in = C out = 4C; and for residual block,
C in = C out = C. As it is important to keep the computational cost in resampling low, we introduce a scaling
factor α (default value 0.5) to adjust the output feature dimension C out in a parent block to αC. Then, we use a
nearest-neighbor interpolation for up-sampling or a stride2 3 × 3 convolution (followed by stride-2 max poolings if
necessary) for down-sampling feature map to match to the
target resolution. Finally, a 1 × 1 convolution is applied to
match feature dimension αC to the target feature dimension
C in . Following FPN [21], we merge the two resampled input feature maps with elemental-wise addition.

3.3. Scale-Permuted Model by Permuting ResNet
Here we build scale-permuted models by permuting feature blocks in ResNet architecture. The idea is to have a
fair comparison between scale-permuted model and scaledecreased model when using the same building blocks.
We make small adaptation for scale-permuted models to
generate multi-scale outputs by replacing one L5 block in
ResNet with one L6 and one L7 blocks and set the feature dimension to 256 for L5 , L6 , and L7 blocks. In addition to comparing fully scale-decreased and scale-permuted
model, we create a family of models that gradually shifts the
model from the scale-decreased stem network to the scalepermuted network. Table 1 shows an overview of block allocation of models in the family. We use R[N ]-SP[M ] to in-

R50
R35-SP18
R23-SP30
R14-SP39
R0-SP53

{3, 4, 6, 3}
{2, 3, 5, 1}
{2, 2, 2, 1}
{1, 1, 1, 1}
{2, 0, 0, 0}

{−}
{1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1}
{1, 2, 4, 1, 1, 1}
{2, 3, 5, 1, 1, 1}
{1, 4, 6, 2, 1, 1}

SpineNet-49

{2, 0, 0, 0}

{1, 2, 4, 4, 2, 2}

Table 1: Number of blocks per level for stem and scalepermuted networks. The scale-permuted network is built on top
of a scale-decreased stem network as shown in Figure 3. The size
of scale-decreased stem network is gradually decreased to show
the effectiveness of scale-permuted network.

dicate N feature layers in the handcrafted stem network and
M feature layers in the learned scale-permuted network.
For a fair comparison, we constrain the search space
to only include scale permutations and cross-scale connections. Then we use reinforcement learning to train a controller to generate model architectures. similar to [6], for
intermediate blocks that do not connect to any block with
a higher ordering in the generated architecture, we connect
them to the output block at the corresponding level. Note
that the cross-scale connections only introduce small computation overhead, as discussed in Section 3.2. As a result, all models in the family have similar computation as
ResNet-50. Figure 3 shows a selection of learned model
architectures in the family.

3.4. SpineNet Architectures
To this end, we design scale-permuted models with a fair
comparison to ResNet. However, using ResNet-50 building blocks may not be an optimal choice for building scalepermuted models. We suspect the optimal model may have
different feature resolution and block type distributions than
ResNet. Therefore, we further include additional block adjustments in the search space as proposed in Section 3.1.
The learned model architecture is named SpineNet-49, of
which the architecture is shown in Figure 3d and the number of blocks per level is given in Table 1.
Based on SpineNet-49, we construct four architectures
in the SpineNet family where the models perform well for
a wide range of latency-performance trade-offs. The models are denoted as SpineNet-49S/96/143/190: SpineNet-49S
has the same architecture as SpineNet-49 but the feature dimensions in the entire network are scaled down uniformly
by a factor of 0.65. SpineNet-96 doubles the model size
by repeating each block Bk twice. The building block
Bk is duplicated into B1k and B2k , which are then sequentially connected. The first block B1k connects to input parent blocks and the last block B2k connects to output target
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Figure 5: Increase model depth by block repeat. From left to
right: blocks in SpineNet-49, SpineNet-96, and SpineNet-143.

blocks. SpineNet-143 and SpineNet-190 repeat each block
3 and 4 times to grow the model depth and adjust α in the
resampling operation to 1.0. Figure 5 shows an example of
increasing model depth by repeating blocks.
Note we do not apply recent work on new building
blocks (e.g., ShuffleNetv2 block used in DetNas [2]) or efficient model scaling [38] to SpineNet. These improvements
could be orthogonal to this work.

4. Applications
4.1. Object Detection
The SpineNet architecture is learned with RetinaNet detector by simply replacing the default ResNet-FPN backbone model. We follow the architecture design for the
class and box subnets in [22]: For SpineNet-49S, we use
4 shared convolutional layers at feature dimension 128; For
SpineNet-49/96/143, we use 4 shared convolutional layers
at feature dimension 256; For SpineNet-190, we scale up
subnets by using 7 shared convolutional layers at feature dimension 512. We demonstrate that SpineNet can also be
used as backbone model in Mask R-CNN detector [9] and
improve both box detection and instance segmentation.

4.2. Image Classification
To demonstrate SpineNet has the potential to generalize to other visual recognition tasks, we apply SpineNet to
image classification. We utilize the same P3 to P7 feature
pyramid to construct the classification
P7 network. Specifically, the final feature map P = 51 i=3 U (Pi ) is generated by upsampling and averaging the feature maps, where
U (·) is the nearest-neighbor upsampling to ensure all feature maps have the same scale as the largest feature map
P3 . The standard global average pooling on P is applied
to produce a 256-dimensional feature vector followed by a
linear classifier with softmax for classification.

5. Experiments
For object detection, we evaluate SpineNet on COCO
dataset [23]. All the models are trained on the train2017
split. We report our main results with COCO AP on

the test-dev split and others on the val2017 split.
For image classification, we train SpineNet on ImageNet
ILSVRC-2012 [31] and iNaturalist-2017 [39] and report
Top-1 and Top-5 validation accuracy.

5.1. Experimental Settings
Training data pre-processing: For object detection, we
feed a larger image, from 640 to 896, 1024, 1280, to a larger
SpineNet. The long side of an image is resized to the target size then the short side is padded with zeros to make
a square image. For image classification, we use standard
scale and aspect ratio data augmentation. The network input
is a 224 × 224 random crop from an augmented image or its
horizontal flip. The input image is normalized by mean and
standard deviation per color channel.
Training details: For object detection, we generally follow [22, 6] to adopt the same training protocol, denoting
as protocol A, to train SpineNet and ResNet-FPN models
described in Figure 3. In brief, we use stochastic gradient descent to train on Cloud TPU v3 devices with 4e-5
weight decay and 0.9 momentum. All models are trained
from scratch on COCO train2017 with 256 batch size
for 250 epochs. The initial learning rate is set to 0.28 and
a linear warmup is applied in the first 5 epochs. We apply stepwise learning rate that decays to 0.1× and 0.01×
at the last 30 and 10 epoch. We follow [8] to apply synchronized batch normalization with 0.99 momentum followed by ReLU and implement DropBlock [5] for regularization. We apply multi-scale training with a random scale
between [0.8, 1.2] as in [6]. We set base anchor size to 3
for SpineNet-96 or smaller models and 4 for SpineNet-143
or larger models in RetinaNet implementation. For our final results, we adopt training protocol denoting as protocol B. For simplicity, protocol B removes DropBlock and
apply stronger multi-scale training with a random scale between [0.5, 2.0] for 350 epochs. To obtain the most competitive results with large models, we add stochastic depth [15]
and swish activation [28] for SpineNet-143/190, denoting as
protocol C. For image classification, all models are trained
with a batch size of 4096 for 200 epochs. We used cosine
learning rate decay [11] with linear scaling of learning rate
and gradual warmup in the first 5 epochs [7].
NAS details: We implement the recurrent neural network
based controller proposed in [43] for architecture search,
as it is the only method we are aware of that supports
searching for permutations. We reserve 7392 images from
train2017 as the validation set for searching. To speed
up the searching process, we design a proxy SpineNet by
uniformly scaling down the feature dimension of SpineNet49 with a factor of 0.25, setting α in resampling to 0.25,
and using feature dimension 64 in the box and class nets. To
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backbone model

resolution

#FLOPsN

#Params

AP

AP50

AP75

APS

APM

APL

SpineNet-49S
YOLOv3 DarkNet-53 [30]

640×640
608×608

33.8B
70.3B

12.0M
-

39.9
33.0

59.3
57.9

43.1
34.4

20.9
18.3

42.2
35.4

54.3
41.9

SpineNet-49
R50-FPN [22]
R50-NAS-FPN [6]

640×640
640×640
640×640

85.4B
96.8B
140.0B

28.5M
34.0M
60.3M

42.8
37.0
39.9

62.3
55.7
-

46.1
39.8
-

23.7
17.8
-

45.2
40.9
-

57.3
50.6
-

SpineNet-49

896×896

167.4B

28.5M

45.3

65.1

49.1

27.0

47.9

57.7

SpineNet-96
R101-FPN [22]

1024×1024
1024×1024

265.4B
325.9B

43.0M
53.1M

47.1
41.1

67.1
60.6

51.1
44.4

29.1
23.5

50.2
44.3

59.0
52.3

SpineNet-143
R50-NAS-FPN[6]
AmoebaNet-NAS-FPN [6]

1280×1280
1280×1280
1280×1280

524.4B
1043.0B
1316.5B

66.9M
103.0M
166.5M

48.1
46.6
48.3

67.6
65.9
-

52.0
50.5
-

30.2
29.9
-

51.1
49.8
-

59.9
56.6
-

SpineNet-143†
SpineNet-190†

1280×1280
1280×1280

524.4B
1885.0B

66.9M
163.6M

50.7
52.1

70.4
71.8

54.9
56.5

33.6
35.4

53.9
55.0

62.1
63.6

Table 2: One-stage object detection results on COCO test-dev. We compare employing different backbones with RetinaNet except
YOLOv3 [30] on single model without test-time augmentation. By default we apply protocol B with large-scale jittering and ReLU
activation to train SpineNet models, as described in Section 5.1. SpineNet models marked by dagger are trained with protocol C by further
applying stochastic depth and swish activation. Numbers for other methods are adopted from papers. FLOPs is represented by Multi-Adds.
model

block adju.

#FLOPs

AP

model

resolution

AP

inference latency

R50-FPN
R35-SP18
R23-SP30
R14-SP39
R0-SP53
SpineNet-49

✓

96.8B
91.7B
96.5B
99.7B
95.2B
85.4B

37.8
38.7
39.7
39.6
40.7
40.8

SpineNet-49S
SpineNet-49
SpineNet-49

640×640
640×640
896×896

39.9
42.8
45.3

11.7ms
15.3ms
34.3ms

Table 3: Results comparisons between R50-FPN and scalepermuted models on COCO val2017 by adopting protocol A.
The performance improves with more computation being allocated
to scale-permuted network. We also show the efficiency improvement by having scale and block type adjustments in Section 3.1.

Table 5: Inference latency of RetinaNet with SpineNet on a V100
GPU with NVIDIA TensorRT. Latency is measured for an end-toend object detection pipeline including pre-processing, detection
generation, and post-processing (e.g., NMS).

R14-SP39, R0-SP53, and SpineNet-49 are found after 6k,
10k, 13k, 13k, and 14k architectures are sampled.

5.2. Learned Scale-Permuted Architectures
model

#FLOPs

#Params

APA

APB

SpineNet-49
R50-FPN
R50-NAS-FPN

85.4B
96.8B
140.0B

28.5M
34.0M
60.3M

40.8
37.8
-

42.7
40.4
42.4

Table 4: Performance improvements for models trained with training protocol A (APA ) and B (APB ) described in Section 5.1.
.

prevent the search space from growing exponentially, we restrict intermediate blocks to search for parent blocks within
the last 5 blocks built and allow output blocks to search from
all existing blocks. At each sample, a proxy task is trained at
image resolution 512 for 5 epochs. AP of the proxy task on
the reserved validation set is collected as reward. The controller uses 100 Cloud TPU v3 in parallel to sample child
models. The best architectures for R35-SP18, R23-SP30,

In Figure 3, we observe scale-permuted models have
permutations such that the intermediate features undergo
the transformations that constantly up-sample and downsample feature maps, showing a big difference compared
to a scale-decreased backbone. It is very common that two
adjacent intermediate blocks are connected to form a deep
pathway. The output blocks demonstrate a different behavior preferring longer range connections. In Section 5.5, we
conduct ablation study to show the importance of learned
scale permutation and connections.

5.3. ResNet-FPN vs. SpineNet
We first present the object detection results of the 4 scalepermuted models discussed in Section 3.3 and compare with
the ResNet50-FPN baseline. The results in Table 3 support
our claims that: (1) The scale-decreased backbone model is
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detector

backbone model

resolution

#FLOPsN

#Params

AP

AP50

AP75

APmask

APmask
50

APmask
75

Mask R-CNN†
Faster R-CNN

SpineNet-49
HRNetV2-W32 [33]

640×640
800×1200

225.0B
263.4B

43.6M
45M

43.6
42.6

64.4
-

47.5
-

38.6
-

61.1
-

41.5
-

Mask R-CNN†
Mask R-CNN
Mask R-CNN

SpineNet-96
R50-FPN [8]
R101-FPN [8]

1024×1024
800×1280
800×1280

325.0B
370.1B
445.9B

57.5M
45.8M
67.8M

47.9
43.3
45.0

68.3
65.7

52.7
49.3

41.9
38.5
39.5

65.6
62.5

45.4
42.1

Mask R-CNN†
Mask R-CNN

SpineNet-143
X152-FPN [8]

1280×1280
800×1280

518.8B
784.3B

79.1M
142.6M

49.3
46.4

69.8
67.1

54.2
51.1

43.2
40.5

67.2
63.9

47.0
43.4

Table 6: Two-stage object detection and instance segmentation results. We measure the performance of SpineNets with our Mask RCNN implementation using 1000 proposals (marked by † ). The performance of baseline Mask R-CNN is reported in [8] and its FLOPs and
Params are measured in our Mask R-CNN implementation. The performance of HRNets [33] with Faster R-CNN are reported using 512
proposals in the open-sourced implementation. All results are on COCO val2017 using single model without test-time augmentation.

not a good design of backbone model for object detection;
(2) allocating computation on the proposed scale-permuted
model yields higher performance.
Compared to the R50-FPN baseline, R0-SP53 uses similar building blocks and gains 2.9% AP with a learned scale
permutations and cross-scale connections. The SpineNet49 model further improves efficiency by reducing FLOPs
by 10% while achieving the same accuracy as R0-SP53 by
adding scale and block type adjustments.

5.4. Object Detection Results
RetinaNet: We evaluate SpineNet architectures on the
COCO bounding box detection task with a RetinaNet detector. The results are summarized in Table 2. SpineNet
models outperform other popular detectors by large margins, such as YOLO, ResNet-FPN, and NAS-FPN at various model sizes in both accuracy and efficiency. Our largest
SpineNet-190 achieves 52.1% AP on single model object
detection without test-time augmentation. We also show
performance comparisons of SpineNet, ResNet-FPN, and
NAS-FPN adopting training protocol A and B in Table 4.
Mask R-CNN: Here we show SpineNet achieves strong
performance with Mask R-CNN in box detection and instance segmentation. Table 6 shows the performance comparisons on val2017 of SpineNet and other backbones
(e.g., ResNet-FPN [8] and HRNet [33]). We measure performance of SpineNet in our Mask R-CNN implementation 1 . The HRNet performance is adopted from the opensourced implementation 2 . Being consistent with RetinaNet
results, SpineNets are able to use fewer FLOPs and parameters but achieve better AP and mask AP at various model
sizes. Note that SpineNet is learned on box detection with
RetinaNet but works well with Mask R-CNN.
Real-time Object Detection: Our SpineNet-49S and
SpineNet-49 with RetinaNet run at 30+ fps with NVIDIA
1 https://github.com/tensorflow/tpu/tree/master/models/
official/detection
2 https://github.com/HRNet/HRNet-Object-Detection

TensorRT on a V100 GPU. We measure inference latency
using an end-to-end object detection pipeline including preprocessing, bounding box and class score generation, and
post-processing with non-maximum suppression, reported
in Table 5.

5.5. Ablation Studies
Importance of Scale Permutation: We study the importance of learning scale permutations by comparing learned
scale permutations to fixed ordering feature scales. We
choose two popular architecture shapes in encoder-decoder
networks: (1) A Hourglass shape inspired by [27, 21]; (2)
A Fish shape inspired by [34]. Table 8 shows the ordering of feature blocks in the Hourglass shape and the Fish
shape architectures. Then, we learn cross-scale connections
using the same search space described in Section 3.1. The
performance shows jointly learning scale permutations and
cross-scale connections is better than only learning connections with a fixed architecture shape. Note there may exist some architecture variants to make Hourglass and Fish
shape model perform better, but we only experiment with
one of the simplest fixed scale orderings.
Importance of Cross-scale Connections: The crossscale connections play a crucial role in fusing features at
different resolutions throughout a scale-permuted network.
We study its importance by graph damage. For each block
in the scale-permuted network of R0-SP53, cross-scale connections are damaged in three ways: (1) Removing the
short-range connection; (2) Removing the long-range connection; (3) Removing both connections then connecting
one block to its previous block via a sequential connection. In all three cases, one block only connects to one other
block. In Table 9, we show scale-permuted network is sensitive to any of edge removal techniques proposed here. The
(2) and (3) yield severer damage than (1), which is possibly
because of short-range connection or sequential connection
can not effectively handle the frequent resolution changes.
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ImageNet ILSVRC-2012 (1000-class)
#FLOPsN #Params Top-1 % Top-5 %

network

iNaturalist-2017 (5089-class)
#FLOPs #Params Top-1 % Top-5 %

SpineNet-49
ResNet-34
ResNet-50

3.5B
3.7B
4.1B

22.1M
21.8M
25.6M

77.0
74.4
77.1

93.3
92.0
93.6

3.5B
3.7B
4.1B

23.1M
23.9M
33.9M

59.3
54.1
54.6

81.9
76.7
77.2

SpineNet-96
ResNet-101

5.7B
7.8B

36.5M
44.6M

78.2
78.2

94.0
94.2

5.7B
7.8B

37.6M
52.9M

61.7
57.0

83.4
79.3

SpineNet-143
ResNet-152

9.1B
11.5B

60.5M
60.2M

79.0
78.7

94.4
94.2

9.1B
11.5B

61.6M
68.6M

63.6
58.4

84.8
80.2

Table 7: Image classification results on ImageNet and iNaturalist. Networks are sorted by increasing number of FLOPs. Note that
the penultimate layer in ResNet outputs a 2048-dimensional feature vector for the classifier while SpineNet’s feature vector only has 256
dimensions. Therefore, on iNaturalist, ResNet and SpineNet have around 8M and 1M more parameters respectively.
model shape

fixed block ordering

AP

Hourglass

{3L2 , 3L3 , 5L4 , 1L5 , 1L7 , 1L6 ,
1L5 , 1L4 , 1L3 }

38.3%

Fish

{2L2 , 2L3 , 3L4 , 1L5 , 2L4 , 1L3 ,
1L2 , 1L3 , 1L4 , 1L5 , 1L6 , 1L7 }

37.5%

R0-SP53

-

40.7%

Table 8: Importance of learned scale permutation. We compare
our R0-SP53 model to hourglass and fish models with fixed block
orderings. All models learn the cross-scale connections by NAS.
model

long

short

sequential

AP

R0-SP53
Graph damage (1)
Graph damage (2)
Graph damage (3)

✓
✓
✗
✗

✓
✗
✓
✗

✓

40.7%
35.8%
28.6%
28.2%

Table 9: Importance of learned cross-scale connections. We
quantify the importance of learned cross-scale connections by performing three graph damages by removing edges of: (1) shortrange connections; (2) long-range connections; (3) all connections
then sequentially connecting every pair of adjacent blocks.

5.6. Image Classification with SpineNet
Table 7 shows the image classification results. Under
the same setting, SpineNet’s performance is on par with
ResNet on ImageNet but using much fewer FLOPs. On
iNaturalist, SpineNet outperforms ResNet by a large margin
of around 5%. Note that iNaturalist-2017 is a challenging
fine-grained classification dataset containing 579,184 training and 95,986 validation images from 5,089 classes.
To better understand the improvement on iNaturalist, we
created iNaturalist-bbox with objects cropped by ground
truth bounding boxes collected in [39]. The idea is to create
a version of iNaturalist with an iconic single-scaled object
centered at each image to better understand the performance

improvement. Specifically, we cropped all available bounding boxes (we enlarge the cropping region to be 1.5× of the
original bounding box width and height to include context
around the object), resulted in 496,164 training and 48,736
validation images from 2,854 classes. On iNaturalist-bbox,
the Top-1/Top-5 accuracy is 63.9%/86.9% for SpineNet-49
and 59.6%/83.3% for ResNet-50, with a 4.3% improvement in Top-1 accuracy. The improvement of SpineNet49 over ResNet-50 in Top-1 is 4.7% on the original iNaturalist dataset. Based on the experiment, we believe the
improvement on iNaturalist is not due to capturing objects
of variant scales but the following 2 reasons: 1) capturing
subtle local differences thanks to the multi-scale features
in SpineNet; 2) more compact feature representation (256dimension) that is less likely to overfit.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we identify that the conventional scaledecreased model, even with decoder network, is not effective for simultaneous recognition and localization. We propose the scale-permuted model, a new meta-architecture,
to address the issue. To prove the effectiveness of scalepermuted models, we learn SpineNet by Neural Architecture Search in object detection and demonstrate it can be
used directly in image classification. SpineNet achieves
state-of-the-art object detection performance at 52.1% AP
on COCO test-dev. The same SpineNet architecture
achieves a comparable top-1 accuracy on ImageNet with
much fewer FLOPs and 5% top-1 accuracy improvement on
challenging iNaturalist dataset. In the future, we hope the
scale-permuted model will become the meta-architecture
design of backbones across many visual tasks beyond detection and classification.
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